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ABSTRACT   
We have heavily relied for a few centuries on fossil fuels, which are basically dead plant material that was sequestered and 
converted millions of years ago, but the rapidly increasing energy demand combined with climatic challenges means we 
need to develop a large-scale supply of energy from sources without climatic impact. An obvious choice is to use solar 
energy directly when possible, and a complete global transition to solar energy by 2050 is realistic and cost effective. 
However, in order to find space for the large areas needed for harvesting solar energy by photovoltaic means, it would be 
advantageous if solar panels could be incorporated into urban buildings and free land for other uses. We undertook an 
analysis of the needs and requirements from the building industry that will allow for a more widespread use of solar panels 
on buildings, also referred to as Building Integrated Photo-Voltaics. Specifications and options for the visual incorporation 
of the solar panels in the building envelope were identified. Special attention was paid to (i) the role of modularization and 
standardization in architecture and (ii) the role of color and reflectance. A standardized mounting system is proposed that 
will allow for modular attachment of solar panels, making it easy to adjust, repair, and replace individual panels. Biological 
inspiration can be used to improve the system further. The forced-air ventilation of the tunnels of prairie dogs shows how 
to enhance cooling. The non-iridescent wings of butterflies of the Morpho genus, proposes how a low-cost structurally 
colored film can be inserted into the solar panel during its assembly.    

 
Keywords: Aesthetics, biologically inspired design, photovoltaics, solar cells, urban use 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The global energy demand continues to rise, mainly due to population increase and the economic growth of developing 
countries. Today, 85% of the energy requirements are fulfilled by burning fossil fuels such as oil, coal, and natural gas. 
However, energy security, degradation of air quality, and the greenhouse effect are major concerns for the sustainability 
of human and other life forms.  
 
The generation of energy from renewable resources such as the sun, wind, and biomass is promising, even essential, for 
the creation of more sustainable societies. The most promising non-polluting source of energy is the Sun. Solar energy 
falling on the Earth in one hour is more than the global energy consumption in one year. With rapid reduction in the cost 
of photovoltaic solar cells, solar energy can alleviate all three major concerns.  Indeed, photovoltaic solar cells contributed 
to about 1.7% of the global electricity production in 2017, and that share continues to grow. 
 
The traditional way of applying solar panels to a building is referred to as Building Applied Photo-Voltaics (BAPV), the 
panels being mounted on top of existing building structures such as roof or façades. The proponents of Building-Integrated 
Photo-Voltaics (BIPV), on the other hand, advocate the incorporation of photovoltaics technology into building 
components, potentially resulting in economic gain, space savings and higher aesthetic quality. BIPV thus replaces existing 
building components like roof tiles and façade plates. Although the BIPV concept has existed for several years, it has not 
been reduced to common practice in building construction.  
 
This paper begins with a description of the state of the art for BIPV. This is followed by results from an investigation 
whereby barriers and opportunities for increased use of BIPV were identified and the needs described. Finally, a modular 
mounting solution is presented which considers needs and selected barriers. The empirical evidence for this paper stems 
from literature research, internet research, and qualitative semi-structured interviews with selected stakeholders. The 
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interviews and research was made in the Fall 2020 semester at the Technical University of Denmark as part of a final 
master thesis project.1 
 

2. STATE OF THE ART 
State of the art for BIPV in Denmark was researched with respect to available commercial BIPV products on the Danish 
market, the type of mounting system, and the coloring technique. Mounting and coloring are key components in achieving 
aesthetically acceptable BIPV.  
 
2.1 Structural integration and mounting systems 
As BIPV projects are generally considered pilot projects, often there are no standardized and complete solutions for 
structural integration in place for BIPV products. This means that many projects start from scratch by defining the 
acceptable mounting systems. Ways to fill out corners and edges have also not been made standardized. Although BIPV 
elements are   integral parts of the building envelope by definition, these elements are often mounted as add-on decorative 
elements. This might be caused by a late integration of BIPV in the architectural and construction planning, thereby 
necessitating the use of customized mounting systems and thus raising the project cost. When PV panels are applied solely 
for aesthetic reasons, the savings from replacing other façade elements are lost.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Top row: Existing mounting systems (from left to right): prefabricated façade system (CSR),2 ventilated façade system 
(Komproment),3 and curtain wall (HSHansen).4 Bottom row (from left to right):  Mounting methods for ventilated façade panels 
(from left to right): Sikatack panelsystem,5 Komproment,3 and Komproment.3 

 
Common ways to mount façade panels are with prefabricated façade systems, ventilated façade systems and curtain walls. 
In prefabricated façade systems, the panels are mounted in a metal frame or as decorative elements. In ventilated façade 
systems, the panels are mounted on a metal or wooden structure on top of the load bearing wall. Several ways exist for 
mounting the panels to the substructure. For curtain walls the panels are also mounted in metal frames. Figure 1 illustrates 
the two different façade systems and the different ways for mounting façade panels.   
 
2.2 Solar-panel coloring techniques 
Colors can be created with pigments 6 or with structural coloring.7 A pigment absorbs some portions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum visible to humans and reflects the remainder of that spectrum. Structural coloring lets some portions of the visible 
spectrum to pass through but reflects the remainder. This characteristic makes structural color promising for colored solar 
cells. The perceived color of an object is determined by the wavelengths in the reflected light (chromaticity) and the amount 
of reflected light (brightness).8 To create the perception of color, a part of the visible spectrum from the sun is reflected. 
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The reflected energy does not enter the solar cell and the efficiency of the solar panel is therefore reduced.9 The question 
thus becomes how to obtain aesthetically pleasing colors for solar panels without losing too much efficiency.  
 
Different methods of coloring can be difficult to compare, since the colors produced by the different methods are not the 
same and thus the theoretical limit for efficiency is not the same either.9 Coloring methods suitable for opaque solar panels 
can be divided into the following three broad categories (adopted and modified from Eder et al.6), as illustrated in Fig. 2.  

• Anti-reflection (AR) coating on top of the solar cell. The color is varied by modifying the thickness of an AR 
coating of silicon nitride on top of the solar cell. Depending on the color, the efficiency decreases by 14-50%.10  

• Interlayer. A colored film can be integrated in the solar panel as an extra layer between the cover glass and the 
solar cell8. The interlayer can be either a film with a special ink print or a structurally colored film. The efficiency 
reduction is dependent on the type of interlayer and the printing ink (if used). The efficiency loss is potentially 
below 10% for structurally colored film.8 The efficiency loss is higher with inks; e.g., 40% with a filter designed 
to provide a white appearance.8 

• Modified cover glass. Either colored glass is used as the cover glass or a colored surface treatment is applied to 
the transparent cover glass. The efficiency loss range from below 20% to 40%.8  

 
 

 
Figure 2. Examples of colored solar panels. Top row (from left to right): CFR Energy panels11 using unknown coloring 
technology, Solaxess panels12 colored with an interlayer, and Kromatix panels13 colored with a modified cover glass. Bottom row 
(from left to right): Racell panels14 using different coloring methods (AR coating, interlater, and modified cover glass) and 
Avancis15 using Kromatix panels.13 

 
2.3 Solar-panel efficiency  
A recent report estimates that it is possible to replace fossil energy with renewable resources by 2050 where solar energy 
plays the dominant role.16 To save precious land area that can be used for other purposes, many solar panels can be placed 
on buildings. However, it is important to ensure a high efficiency in electricity production to keep the area needed for solar 
panels low. Placing solar panels at non-optimal angles, applying color, designing backside ventilation, and the internal 
efficiency of the solar cell are all parameters that together define the efficiency of the solar panel. Tables 1 and 2 showcase 
the impact of these variables on the energy production and the needed solar cell area. The estimates are based on the 
following assumptions. The sun irradiates about 1000 W/m2.17 A silicon solar panel has an efficiency of 15–22%.17 The 
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specific yield is annually approximately 920 kWh per kWp (kiloWatt peak) installed in Denmark.18 A 6-kWp plant can 
produce 6 kWh under standard test conditions and full radiation.  
 
Table 1 shows the output change and Table 2 the change in the needed area for (i) the best case and (ii) the worst case for 
roof- and façade-mounted PV solutions. The efficiency loss from color is 40% for the worst case and 10 % for the best 
case. In comparison, the ventilation loss is 5% for the worst-case BIPV19 and no loss is assumed for the best-case BIPV 
and the best-case BAPV. The façade solution loses 21% efficiency compared to the roof solution,20 when both installations 
are assumed to be facing south. As a reference, a single-family household has an electricity consumption about 3000-4000 
kWh/yr17 and a 6kWp-plant produces approximately 5520 kWh/year. 
 

Table 1. Output comparison for 40-m2 photovoltaic plants [kWh/year]. 

 
 

Table 2. Area comparison for 6 kWp photovoltaic plants [m2]. 

 
 
2.4 Manufacturing issues 
Variations in size, color, and mounting solution of solar panels are effected during the manufacturing process. The 
techniques selected to create variations have impacts on the investment in components (e.g., different types of cover glass) 
and the throughput time for the production of the panels. The steps in BIPV manufacturing include: first, the adjustment 
of the individual components; second, the assembly of the panel by gluing the layers in a sandwich structure; and third, 
the application of the mounting solution to the panel.  
 
Coloring by coating the solar cells or by modifying the cover glass needs to be done prior to the assembly of the panel. 
The use of colored interlayers means that the variation creation can be done later in the assembly process. As it is not easy 
to adjust the size of the panels after they have been assembled due to the sensitive electronic components used, the size 
needs to be adjusted before final assembly. This aspect of BIPV is different from other building-envelope components, 
which often can be cut to size on site as needed. Likewise, coloring is not readily changeable for BIPV as for other types 
of façades (e.g., a wooden façade). 
 
2.5 System considerations 
Two support schemes have aided the implementation of photovoltaic technology in Denmark: yearly net metering (YNM) 
and feed-in-tariffs (FIT). With YNM, the grid practically become an energy-storage facility for the solar-plant owner. If a 
solar-plant owner delivers 1 kWh to the grid, that person can use 1 kWh from the grid at any given time within that year. 
Danish legislation enabling YNM was passed in 1993 and subsequently caused a great increase in installed capacity, 
especially in 2012 (407 MW).21 Now momentary net metering is used, which means that energy should be used right away 
to count as self-consumption. FITs are used to increase the market by ensuring a fixed price for the excess electricity sold 
to the grid.16 The FIT is different depending on when the solar panels were installed and who owns them. The FIT is 
additionally limited to plants with a certain capacity and a certain amount of energy produced, with the rest sold at the spot 
price.16 The support schemes in place encourage ownership of BIPV products.  
 
The energy produced from BIPV can either be consumed directly or sold to the electric grid. An advantage of using the 
electricity locally is the virtual elimination of transport loss, which is economically desirable.16 The energy produced 
should either be used right away or stored to ensure high self-consumption. Storage options are expensive, and it can be 
difficult to match consumption with sunny hours. The produced energy can be used for household appliances, e.g. washing 
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machines, dish washers, coffee machines, stoves, lighting systems, hairdryers, vacuums consoles, and speakers. In office 
and business buildings, solar energy can be used for cash registers, lighting systems, speakers, surveillance, computers, 
cleaning machines, coffee machines, microwaves, electrical blinds, and ventilation. Systems that ensure higher energy 
consumption during sunny hours can enhance self-consumption. An example could be being able to time the dishwasher 
to start at midday, the washing machine an hour later, and boiling water in a thermos pot during the daytime for evening 
use. Office buildings and industrial installations can take advantage of being active during daytime, when it is easier to 
match consumption with the sunny hours of the day.    
 

 
Figure 3. Examples of colored solar panels sold in Denmark. Top row (from left to right): CFR Energy panels,11 Solaxess façade 
panels,12 and Kromatix/SolarLab panels.13,22 Middle row (from left to right): Racell panels,14 Ennogie-taget panels,23 and an xs-
roof panel.24 Bottom row (from left to right):  Skala panels15 and Zappa panels.25 

 
2.6 Existing BIPV products 
Several BIPV products are available on the Danish market. The following examples are meant to indicate the market status 
but do not constitute an exhaustive list of existing products or technologies on the market:  

• CFR Energy Modules by Danish Solar Energy Ltd.11 Unknown coloring method, available in five standard colors: 
red, blue, grey and two green nuances.  

• Solaxess façade by Solaxess.12 Colored film sold in six colors by Solar Partner.20a  
• Façade panels by SolarLab.22 Color treated glass, available in six colors (Kromatix by SwissINSO13).  
• Façade panels by Racell.26 Colors and texture customizable. AR coatings, interlayer, and modified cover glass 

are used.  
• Ennogie-taget by Ennogie.23 Available in black. 
• T-roof, x-roof, and xs-roof by SolarTag.24 Available in black. 
• Skala and PowerMax by Avancis Solar.15 Modified glass, available in eight colors (Kromatix by SwissINSO13) 

sold by Klimaenergi A/S.25a  
• Zappa and Linea by Komproment.25 Available in black.  
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Examples of the products from the different manufacturers and suppliers are shown in Fig. 3. Some of the listed BIPV 
manufacturers describe means for mounting the panels. The façade BIPV panels mentioned are generally designed for use 
as façade cladding, specifically on ventilated façades in most cases. It can be assumed that ventilation is used to keep the 
panels cool, because they have an air gap behind the façade cladding.  
 
 

3. BARRIERS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND NEEDS 
The BIPV value chain illustrated in Figure 4 provides an overview of the involved stakeholders and their involvement with 
solar panels right from manufacture to maintenance.  Arrows pointing from one stakeholder group to another indicate the 
impact of the first on the second. The interviewed stakeholders are marked on the map with numbers and the legend in the 
bottom of the illustration explains the types of stakeholders. Interviews were conducted with stakeholders from many 
different groups to ensure a broad perspective when identifying barriers, opportunities, and needs. 
The following stakeholders were interviewed: (i) a BIPV manufacturer, (ii) two private BAPV owners, (iii) a BAPV 
installer, (iv) a municipality officer, (v) two building owners, (vi) an architect with experience in implementing solar panels 
in new and existing buildings, (vii) an officer of an interest organization for increased use of solar energy, and (viii) a 
façade entrepreneur. Numerous barriers and opportunities were found for employing BIPV as explained next, based on the 
interviews with these 10 actors belonging to eight different stakeholder groups from various parts of the value chain.  
The identified barriers and opportunities are grouped into 5 overall topics: Structural integration and mounting, visual 
appearance, efficiency, manufacturing and system considerations. Although identified from the interviews, the barriers 
and opportunities were formulated and aggregated by the authors. Needs were formulated based on the interviews and a 
literature review. 
 

 
Figure 4. BIPV value chain and stakeholders. 

 
3.1 Structural integration and mounting systems 
Viewpoints on barriers from the stakeholders are described below. Each number inside a square bracket refers to the 
stakeholder group in Fig. 4. 

• Information about the economics (efficiency) and mounting system for specific BIPV products is unavailable, 
which is a hindrance for decision makers. Lack of mounting information can be a barrier, because the entrepreneur 
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cannot receive the information right away; then it is easier to choose an option with accessible information [9]. 
There is competition among the BIPV suppliers in Denmark as a fear of international competitors, which might 
influence the availability of information [1, 3]. 

• Insufficient knowledge exists about complex economics calculations. Without easy access to simple information 
about the economics of BIPV through, e.g., case studies [9] and reference houses [10], it is difficult to convince 
decision makers that BIPV is a good idea from an economical perspective. There is also a general lack of 
knowledge about available BIPV products [5]. 

• The number of issues to contend with when implementing BIPV is very high. What will the efficiency be if the 
solar panels are placed differently or colored differently? How can they be mounted? How will corners be filled? 
What is the cost and what is the gain? Which metering schemes and rules apply? [3, 4, 9] 

• Lack of complete roof/façade fitting solutions makes it difficult to make nice transitions between different 
envelope elements and fitting the panels to various corners and transitions [4]. 

• Lack of (standard) mounting solution is sometimes a result of late integration or of the project being a showcase 
project [3]. Indeed, many BIPV projects start from scratch with the mounting system [4]. Lack of a solution for, 
or information on, mounting can be a barrier for choosing BIPV [9]. 
Opportunities mentioned by the stakeholders included: 

• Savings resulting from replacing façade components [1]; and 
• Saving of space (e.g., agricultural land) to offset BIPV costs [9]. 
 

Literature confirms that an important need is the lack of a common and standardized solutions which allow for aesthetically 
acceptable mounting of BIPV products and their adaptation to fit odd corners. This need relates to aesthetics, economics, 
and the ease of choosing BIPV products for a building project.27,28 Furthermore, BIPV is defined as an integrated part of 
the building envelope. It seems that BIPV products are often mounted as decorative elements, commonly caused by a late 
integration of BIPV in the architectural and construction planning of the building. When photovoltaic panels are applied 
solely for aesthetic reasons, the savings from replacing other façade elements are lost.  
 
The mounting of BIPV products introduces specific requirements for ventilation, wiring, and maintenance. The panels 
need to be ventilated on both sides since they generate heat which lowers the electricity production efficiency. The panels 
also have electrical installations which needs to be managed and organized during the mounting operation. Furthermore, 
the mounting system should allow for maintenance, replacement, and refurbishment or redeployment to ensure the overall 
efficiency of the system, the aesthetics, and the circular economy of the solar panels. As the solar panels have fragile 
components, mounting should ensure protection, in particular, from moisture. These issues must be considered when 
deciding/designing a mounting solution.  
 
3.2 Visual appearance 
Barriers mentioned by the stakeholders are as follows: 

• aesthetic unpleasantness which results from the building component hosting the solar panel(s) being visually 
mismatched from the solar panel(s) [4], and 

• angle dependency of color is mostly unwelcome [1, 9]. 
Opportunities included aesthetic attractiveness [2, 9]. 
 
Needs concerning visual appearance relate not only to a single solar panel or other building components but also to the 
interplay between several different aspects of the appearance of the building component hosting the solar panel(s). 
Accordingly, the general needs related to the aesthetics for BIPV8,29 include: 

• avoidance of visible frames (or other mounting systems),  
• avoidance of discomfort from reflections, 
• visual integration with the appearance of surrounding building components, 
• avoidance of angle-dependent colors (unless specifically desired), 
• context-dependent discreet or neutral appearance, 
• different colors that match the colors of existing building components, and 
• a complete façade/roof solution reducing the need for differently looking elements. 
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From an architectural point of view, it is important that the façade material provides opportunities for designing an 
interesting aesthetic experience [9]. This is very dependent on the variety of choices available for elements. The needs for 
variation include: 

• different colors (in some cases, from the colors of existing building components), and 
• panel shapes and sizes. 

Shape, texture, patterns, and positioning (overlap and distance from the underlying wall/roof) can also provide variation 
for interesting aesthetic experiences but are not necessary.  
 
Existing solutions meet some of the general needs and the need for variety. These solutions avoid visible frames. BIPV 
solutions that cover a complete façade avoid issues with aesthetically standing out from the surrounding building 
components. Integration of solar panels with surrounding materials can be tricky, the existing coloring methods typically 
being angle-dependent and/or causing significant loss of efficiency.  
 
3.3 Solar-panel efficiency 
Barriers: 

• Expensive products and processes are barriers for implementing BIPV. Solar energy has become a lot cheaper 
through the years, but there is still an opinion, or at least a perception, that BIPV products are too expensive [9, 
10]. The cost of implementing BIPV derives from the product as well as from implementing a largely customized 
process [3]. The payback period needs to be somewhere around 10 years for most customers to be interested; a 
20-year payback period is too long [5].  

• Concern for efficiency loss is mainly for façade elements because of their locations in a building, but there is also 
a general unease about when BIPV is appropriate to include [9]. The concern for efficiency loss links to higher 
cost and life-cycle assessment (LCA), in that BIPV must be both a good investment and a sustainable choice [9]. 
Aesthetically pleasing BIPV products often have big efficiency losses due to coloring, which makes BIPV less 
attractive [2]. 

 
Opportunities: 

• Increased building value [4]. 
• Less electricity loss in transport compared to the use of remote field-based plants [3]. 

 
3.4 Manufacturing issues 
Barriers and opportunities: 

• Being able to offer variations from a basic template is an opportunity to attract customers.  However, more variety 
increases manufacturing and inventory costs [1]. 

 
3.5 System considerations 
Barriers: 

• BIPV is generally not on the agenda of the building industry in Denmark, when planning a construction project. 
Extant BIPV projects are considered pilot projects [5].  

• Designing an aesthetically pleasing solution will directly mitigate other barriers such as aesthetic discordance, 
lack of (standard) mounting systems, and lack of adequate complete roof/façade fitting. Barriers such as higher 
cost and efficiency loss could also be considered in the design process, to reach visually and economically 
acceptable designs. 

• LCA of building components is important when deciding between competing products [9]. Currently, LCA for 
BIPV does not look promising, as it is hobbled by historical assumptions about manufacturing locations and 
ignores the role of the source of energy used for manufacture, transport, deployment, maintenance, and eventual 
disposal [3, 9, 11].  

• Adoption of BIPV during the construction process becomes increasingly difficult as the project progresses [7, 9]. 
BIPV is often only included early on, if a person in the process is dedicated to including BIPV [3], but capacity 
limitations and governmental regulations can make it difficult to include BIPV early on [9]. 

• Legal barriers are caused by the legislation tied to being an electricity producer. The laws impact who can deploy 
and use BIPV products as well as the expenses and profits of owning solar panels. Changes in laws and regulations 
cause additional uncertainties [2, 3, 4].  
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• Lack of affordable energy storage has become a barrier for private households [2, 3, 6, 8] after the net metering 
was changed from yearly to hourly. High self-consumption is economically optimal under the current conditions; 
it would be highly facilitated by adequate energy-storage facilities16. The available options are perceived to be 
too expensive, thereby limiting investment in solar energy. For instance, a 13.5 kWh Powerwall from Tesla cost 
$7,000 + additional $1,000 for supporting hardware.30 BYD offers a variety of energy-storage options of which 
the one with a similar capacity to Tesla’s battery (12.8 kWh) costs $7,700.31 Both manufactures guarantee their 
product for 10 years. 

 
 

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR SURMOUNTING THE BARRIERS  
A mounting system for aesthetically pleasing solar panels is presented in the following sections. Naturally, no one-solution-
fits-all system is feasible, since buildings vary both in construction and looks. The mounting solution presented here is 
designed for opaque panels mounted on ventilated façades on commercially owned buildings. Advantages of focusing on 
commercially owned buildings as opposed to private homes include the branding opportunity, the straightforward aesthetic 
compatibility, options for local use of produced electricity, and larger installation size. Even though façade-mounted BIPV 
has a lower efficiency than its roof-mounted equivalent, the former is economically more attractive.32 The economy in 
installing BIPV is highly impacted by the support schemes as well as the amount of self-consumption of the solar energy 
harvested. The full solution presented here is referred to as SolarFaçade and the brackets designed for mounting are referred 
to as SolarMounts.  
 
4.1 Inspiration 
The theoretical solutions for mounting and coloring were inspired by existing façade-mounting systems and the bioworld. 
The two sources of inspiration are briefly described next. 
  
4.2 Existing façades  
Different façade types were researched for opaque façade-mounted BIPV. Two appropriate types identified namely 
prefabricated façades and ventilated façades. For the proposed solution, ventilated façades were chosen because it is an 
energy efficient type of façade which provides the needed ventilation for the panels. Prefabricated façades offer other 
advantages such as being able to perform electrical installations while on the ground.  
 
4.3 Bioinspiration 
Another source of inspiration was how certain functional challenges related to the aforementioned barriers are overcome 
and the aforementioned opportunities are made use of in the bioworld. The ventilated façades represent one type of solution 
to unwanted production of thermal energy by solar panels (which reduces the electricity production efficiency). It was 
therefore relevant to investigate how similar problems are surmounted in biological organisms.33 This was done by 
searching for ways to cool without moisturization.  
 
One way of cooling relies on convection whereby air gets warmer as it is streamed over a warm surface.  This mechanism 
is seen in the nests of leaf cutting ants; wind forces air through channels in the nest and then exits the nest.34 Another 
solution is exhibited by the tunnels of prairie dogs.35 The openings to these tunnels are placed at different heights in the 
terrain; thanks to the chimney effect, lower pressure at the higher entrances results in airflow through the tunnels. Some 
animals such as the jackrabbit and the elephant have a large network of shallow blood veins in their ears for effective 
cooling of the blood.36 
 
Another way of cooling is to transport energy through an evaporating liquid. Many mammals benefit from this mechanism 
when sweating; indeed, when a dog pants, it speeds up evaporation from the humid surfaces in its mouth. The same 
phenomenon is also seen within the plant kingdom in the perspiration from leaves which lowers their temperature.37 
 
If air is used to cool heated solar panels, water can enter though openings. Several mechanisms for either keeping water 
out or removing moisture are exhibited in the bioworld. One mechanism is the formation of contiguous hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic areas on the bamboo leaf to channel water on the leaf surface.38 Another mechanism is found on the leaves 
of many tropical plants.39 Each leaf has a drip tip that efficiently runs water from the leaf and lets it dry quickly. Yet another 
mechanism involves a humidity-sensitive valve found in some desert flowers (e.g., Lupinus arboreus).40 These valves can 
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control the humidity level within the plant to protects its seeds. The sandgrouse feathers utilize the capillary effect to lead 
moisture to the top surface of the feathers where it can evaporate.41,42 
 
Another relevant issue is the coloration BIPV solar panels without restricting the unreflected part of the visible spectrum 
from reaching the semiconductor layers inside solar cells. Analogous selective-spectrum reflection is observed in many 
beetle species whose structurally colored exoskeletons are partially transparent for some colors;43 e.g., the golden beetle 
Apistomorpha tecta reflects golden color when alive but becomes brownish transparent after death. However, a challenge 
in using structural colors is the phenomenon of iridescence, i.e., a color shift depending on the viewing angle. Iridescence 
has been overcome in many butterfly species in the Morpho genus through the geometry of the color-generating 
structure.44,45 
 
4.4 Structural integration  
Ventilated façades are appropriate for BIPV due to a ventilation gap between the outer layer and the load-bearing wall to 
ensure that the solar panels are kept cool. The panels on a ventilated façade are mounted on a metal or wooden substructure. 
The panels are not load bearing and a ventilation gap between the panels is allowed. A special mounting bracket named 
SolarMount was designed for fastening the panel to the substructure, as shown in Fig. 5. It allows for easy mounting, 
disassembly, and adjustments. The design shown is a first attempt, and further development would probably result in 
optimization of some larger aspects and several smaller details. There are two parts in the bracket: part A which is fastened 
to the substructure and part B which is mounted to the back side of the solar panel.   

 
Figure 5. SolarMount bracket prototype for easy assembly, disassembly and adjustments. Part A is to left and part B to the 

right. 

 
Means to fill out any corner or area on the façade have been included in the solution. These include having brackets with 
variations designed to fit adjacent panels, panels adjacent to other objects (e.g., windows), and corner panels; see Fig. 6. 
Not only solar panels, but panels for other purposes and even dummy panels can be accommodated. 
 
Dummy panels looking the same as solar panels are useful in BIPV for several reasons. First, dummy panels can be used 
in areas where partial shadow frequently occurs. Second, dummy panels decouple area from capacity, allowing the building 
owner to use one solution for an entire façade without committing to a specific solar-energy generation capacity.  Third, 
the dummy panels can be cut to fit odd spaces as shown in Fig. 7, because they do not contain electrical components. 
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Figure 6. Variations for part A of SolarMount brackets. Top left: for adjacent panels; top right: for panels adjacent to other 
components (such as doors); and bottom: for corner panels.  

 

 
Figure 7. Dummy panels for residual areas with odd shapes. 

 
4.5 Mounting, maintenance, and repair  
The façade panels are mounted with a two-part bracket, one part fastened to the backside of the panel. The procedure for 
mounting is shown in Fig. 8 as follows: first, part A of the bracket is mounted on the substructure of the ventilated façade; 
second, the solar panel with part B of the bracket is lifted over part A; third, the bottom part of part B is rested on the bolt 
of part A; fourth, the panel is slid so that the grooves in part B are found and the panel falls into place. When the bolts are 
correctly mounted in the grooves, the panel can be be let go of. The panel then rests on the top hooks of primary brackets. 
The electrical installations are done, the panel is adjusted as necessary, and then all bolts are tightened to fasten the panel. 
The mounting procedure allows for easy dismounting of individual panels, as well as easy access to electrical installations, 
without having to lift the panel out completely. The system allows for different work procedures, whether the installations 
are done right away or after the panels has been mounted. The prototype has a 6-cm ventilation gap on the backside of the 
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panels. The ventilation gap would probably be 10–15 cm for larger solar panels. The gap between two adjacent panels is 
1 cm.   
 

 
Figure 8. Mounting procedure for SolarFaçade. 

 
4.6 Visual appearance  
The proposed solution meets both general and variation needs. A clean aesthetic is provided with (i) no visible frames or 
mounting system, (ii) a full-façade solution, and (iii) the capability of adjustment to diverse requirements on shape, size, 
arrangement, and placement (i.e., depth, flatness and overlaps). Fig. 9 shows examples of how the modular BIPV panels 
can be combined. The solution assumes the use of a separate coloring technique integrated as an extra layer in the solar 
panel, which allows for considerable flexibility in choosing the color.  
 
4.7 Solar-panel efficiency  
The usual method to achieve a desired visual appearance and color is to apply pigments to the surfaces of building 
materials. However, application of pigments to the cover glass or a film placed inside a solar panel results in a significant 
loss of efficiency since pigments absorb most of the energy from the unreflected part of the visible spectrum. Structural 
colors, on the other hand, allow the unreflected light to reaching the semiconductor layers inside solar cells, wherein 
electricity is generated.29 Thus, structural colors are less detrimental than pigments to the efficiency of electricity 
production. Iridescence can be overcome by proper design of the color-generating structure.44,45 
 
4.8 Manufacturing issues 
Coloration of the solar panel should be implemented as late in the manufacturing process as possible, in order to customize 
color. This will minimize the needed stock. Implementing color as a foil laminated into the panel can be a way to obtain 
this. A structural-color film designed to suppress iridescence could therefore be an economically advantageous way to 
color BIPV. It will be advantageous for the solar-panel manufacturer to have a larger variety of differently colored films 
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in stock, thus allowing a broad range of colors to be offered with fast delivery. The alternative would be to use colored 
glass which would increase investment in and storage of glass plates. 

 
Figure 9. Examples of how modular BIPV panels can be combined  

 
 

5. DISCUSSION 
BIPV should be as easy to choose for a building envelope as any other component. For this to become reality, architects, 
financiers, and building owners should understand what the choice to include BIPV entails and how it can be implemented. 
What are the aesthetic opportunities? What is the economy? And how is it mounted? If there are no solutions for mounting 
readily available with detailed information, various parties in the decision-making process are unlikely to opt for BIPV.  
 
With most other building-envelope components, it is easy to find existing buildings whose visual appearance can be 
assessed; in contrast, BIPV examples are rare. Likewise, there are many examples of how to mount slate, tile, stone, etc., 
but mounting systems for BIPV have to be developed almost de novo for a new project. It is easy to get inspiration and 
knowledge from one’s surrounding when choosing something common.  
 
Lastly, whereas the economics of non-active building envelope components is widely understood, BIPV is tricky because 
it creates profit and is therefore an investment. Every little inconvenience and uncertainty about selecting BIPV negatively 
impact the decision for incorporation of BIPV; hence, it is important to work towards the alleviation of those concerns. 
Only then will BIPV become an easy choice.  
 
One way to alleviate those concerns is to standardize mounting systems. Standard solutions can provide a sense of security 
in the process of selecting BIPV and lower cost related to planning and mounting. The mounting system can be 
standardized to a certain extent, but issues such as the building’s location and height as well as the tilt angles of its exterior 
walls will impact the requirements for an adequate mounting system. A standard mounting system should therefore be 
customizable to some extent. A standardized mounting system will mitigate aesthetic discordance, lower costs, and 
surmount the lack of complete roof/façade fitting solutions. Solar panels would thus be actually integrated in the building 
envelope with easy access for maintenance.   
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The bioinspired SolarFaçade can contribute to the BIPV uptake by providing: 
• a standard mounting solution (potentially), 
• a full-façade solution without aesthetic discordance, 
• access to electrical installations, 
• repair and replacement of individual panels, and 
• reduced efficiency loss (by using structural colors). 

However, it has the following drawbacks: 
• Transport is inconvenient due to bracket flaps on the panel. 
• Mounting of the bracket parts requires precision, both when mounting part A on the substructure of a ventilated 

façade and when placing part B on part A. 
• The incorporation of SolarFaçade is an additional step in the panel assembly process. 
• Panels will only fit SolarMount if manufactured with SolarMount brackets 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have described the present status for building-integrated photo-voltaic systems in Denmark, with possible 
extrapolation to the remainder of the European Union. Barriers and opportunities have been identified by interviewing 
selected stakeholders from all parts of the BIPV value chain.  
 
A standardized mounting system will allow for modular attachment of solar panels, making it easy to adjust individual 
panels and to replace malfunctioning panels after the whole system has been mounted. The SolarFaçade mounting system 
allow backside cooling which can be further improved with biological inspiration from the forced-air ventilation of the 
tunnels of prairie dogs. For coloring of solar panels, we propose a low-cost structurally colored film that can be inserted 
into the solar panel during its assembly. The structural color will reduce the electricity production efficiency less than a 
pigment layer. Inspiration from the wings of butterflies of the Morpho genus will eliminate iridescence. We have thus 
proposed solutions to two of the barriers to BIPV so that they will be turned into opportunities. 
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